Abstract: Taylor's power law (TPL) describes the variance of population abundance as a power-law function of the mean abundance for a single or a group of species. Using consistently sampled long-term multimesh capture data of Lake Kariba in Africa, we showed that TPL robustly described the relationship between the temporal mean and the temporal variance of the captured fish assemblage abundance (regardless of species), separately when abundance was measured by numbers of individuals and by aggregate weight. The strong correlation between the mean of abundance and the variance of abundance was not altered after adding other abiotic or biotic variables into the TPL model. We analytically connected the parameters of TPL when abundance was measured separately by the aggregate weight and by the aggregate number, using a weight-number scaling relationship. We utilized TPL to find the number of samples required for fixed-precision sampling and compared the number of samples when sampling was performed with a single gillnet mesh size and with multiple mesh sizes. These results facilitate optimizing the sampling design to estimate fish assemblage abundance with specified precision, as needed in stock management and conservation.
Introduction
Quantifying fluctuations in population abundance is important for the estimation, exploitation, and regulation of fish stocks. For example, different fishing strategies (e.g., minimum size versus balanced harvesting) affect the variability of harvested marine fish stocks differently (Hsieh et al. 2006; Anderson et al. 2008; Cohen et al. 2012; Law et al. 2012 Law et al. , 2015 Fujiwara and Cohen 2014) . Sampling is expensive and determining the desired number of samples in fixed-precision sampling of fish stocks relies on accurate description of fluctuation scaling of abundance (Mouillot et al. 1999) .
Measuring the distribution and fluctuation of fish abundance in space and time presents theoretical and practical challenges to ecologists and fishery managers. Representative sampling depends on available fishing methods, which have varying selectivity. For example, in small water bodies, such as lakes and reservoirs, sampling is usually carried out with stationary gillnets. Gillnet selectivity allows small and large fishes to escape, so gillnet samples from a single mesh size misrepresent the size composition of fish communities. To reduce this selection bias, multiple mesh sizes have been implemented experimentally and operationally (European Standard 2005; Gray et al. 2005; Prchalová et al. 2009; Emmrich et al. 2012) . The temporal fluctuation of fish sample abundance from multimesh gillnets has not been thoroughly investigated.
Traditionally, researchers used the coefficient of variation (CV, i.e., the temporal standard deviation divided by the temporal mean) of a time series to quantify the temporal fluctuation of fish species abundance (Mehner and Schulz 2002; Hsieh et al. 2006; Anderson et al. 2008) . Recently, Fujiwara and Cohen (2014) argued that CV was "not appropriate to measure fish population instability", since the CV varies for different values of the mean abundance. They proposed using the mean-variance scaling of population density to describe fish abundance fluctuations.
Using fish data from long-term sampling with multimesh gillnets in Lake Kariba, we test and confirm a mean-variance scaling pattern of sampled fish assemblage abundance, Taylor's power law (TPL; Taylor 1961) , at various levels of sampling years, mesh sizes, species counts, and collectively (definitions of mean and variance are given in Materials and methods). TPL describes the sample variance of population abundance of a single or a group of species as approx-imately a power-law function of the corresponding sample mean of population abundance: variance ϭ a 1 ͑mean͒ b 1 . Equivalently, (1) log(variance) ϭ log a 1 ϩ b 1 · log(mean)
where a 1 > 0 and b 1 are parameters estimated from the data. The equality signs in eq. 1 and the power law are approximate, since sampling variability will affect the sample mean and the sample variance. TPL has many forms. A temporal TPL depicts the power-law relationship between the temporal variance of species abundance and the temporal mean abundance (where mean and variance are calculated over multiple time periods) (Taylor and Woiwod 1980) . A spatial TPL examines the relationship between the spatial mean and the spatial variance of species abundance (where mean and variance are calculated over multiple locations; Taylor et al. 1980) . TPL has been confirmed for thousands of biological taxa and many nonbiological quantities (Eisler et al. 2008 ). TPL's slope b 1 falls between 1 and 2 often but not always in other empirical studies (Anderson et al. 1982; Keil et al. 2010 ) and here. Extensive empirical support (Taylor et al. 1978 (Taylor et al. , 1980 (Taylor et al. , 1983 Taylor and Woiwod 1980, 1982; Taylor 1984) made TPL a "law" in ecology.
In fisheries science, Elliott (1986) studied TPL for migratory trout populations at different age groups and argued that "TPL parameters were not only species specific but also life-stage specific." Baroudy and Elliott (1993) confirmed TPL using acoustic estimates of pelagic fishes. Both studies focused on the spatial TPL. Cohen et al. (2012) and Fujiwara and Cohen (2014) found support for TPL in theoretical fisheries models under specific, but not universal, conditions. Further empirical investigation of fisheries is required to illuminate when the temporal TPL is, or is not, valid in nature.
In addition to its theoretical importance in quantifying fluctuations of ecological populations, TPL aids fixed-precision sampling design, such as in pest control for agricultural crops (Overholt et al. 1994 ) and fish stock sampling (Mouillot et al. 1999) . In summary, when TPL (eq. 1) holds, the number N of samples necessary to obtain a desired precision C is reached when the empirical plot of log(T N ) (logarithmic cumulative abundance from N samples) against log(N) (logarithmic number of samples; N = 1, 2, 3, …) intersects with the stopping line:
Appendix A gives a detailed derivation of eq. 2 and explains its use.
Here we formulate and test a temporal TPL between the annual mean and the annual variance (calculated over multiple night settings in a year) of aggregate fish sample assemblage abundance (measured in number or weight of individuals, regardless of species) caught using multiple mesh sizes in a gillnet sampling over four decades. The annual means and variances were fitted across various variables to construct different versions of temporal TPL, including a temporal-hierarchical TPL, where the annual variance was supposed to be a power-law function of the annual mean across years. To our knowledge this work is the first empirical analysis of the temporal-hierarchical TPL of fish samples at multiple time scales.
Based on the Lake Kariba sampling data, the specific aims of this work were to study (i) the empirical validity of a temporal TPL under various environments classified by abiotic and biotic factors (i.e., years, mesh sizes, and species counts); (ii) the effect of these abiotic and biotic variables on the form and parameters of TPL; (iii) the analytic connection between TPL parameters when different measures of abundance were used; and (iv) the use of TPL and the implications of single or multiple gillnet mesh sizes for the efficiency of a fixed-precision sampling plan.
Materials and methods

Site description
Lake Kariba on the Zambezi River between Zambia and Zimbabwe (16°28=S to 18°04=S, 26°42=E to 29°03=E) is the world's largest human-made hydroelectric reservoir by volume (180 km 3 ). Water filling of the reservoir started in December 1958 and completed in September 1963 (Kolding et al. 2003 . Lake Kariba has a surface area of 5580 km 2 and is divided into five basins (refer to online Supplementary Fig. S1 1 ) . In addition to hydropower, it supports an important fishery for the local community and has become a tourist attraction for angling and leisure.
Since the impoundment, fish species diversity has gradually increased in the lake from natural fish invasion and human introductions (Karenge and Kolding 1995; Kolding et al. 2003; Zengeya and Marshall 2008) . In 1976, only 27 species were regularly found in basin 5 (Sanyati basin, closest to the dam wall) using a poisoning sampling program (Mitchell 1976) . Presently 50 different fish species have been observed in the lake, five of which are introduced, but seven of the species have been reported just once (Kolding et al. 2003) . Several species previously thought to be restricted to the upper stream of the Zambezi River, including Sargochromis giardi, Marcusenius macrolepidotus, Labeo cylindricus, and Barbus poechii, were spotted in Lake Kariba as early as the 1960s. Among the introduced species are Limnothrissa miodon, Oreochromis niloticus, and Oreochromis macrochir. While the two former are important parts of the present fishery, Oreochromis macrochir is only found occasionally (Kolding et al. 2003; Zengeya and Marshall 2008) .
Sampling method
In the long-term gillnet sampling data analyzed here, fishes were caught from 1958 to 2001 at the Lakeside station of basin 5 ( Supplementary Fig. S1 1 ) with a consistent gillnet sampling design. Multiple panels of multifilament gillnets with height 2 m and hanging ratio 0.5 were used for sampling. Each panel (mostly 45.7 m long, but with some variation in length) was of a unique mesh size ranging from 25 to 200 mm. During the earlier years, the sampling was carried out sporadically (Kenmuir 1984) , and no sampling was performed in 1959. Since 1976, gillnet fishing was conducted almost weekly except in 1981, when no sampling was performed. On a sampling date, a fleet carrying a total of 12 panels of unique gillnet mesh sizes (rarely were multiple panels of a single mesh size used on the same date) set the nets at 1500 and retrieved the nets at 0800 on the next day. For each individual fish caught, its species, fork length, weight, sex, and gonadal maturity status were recorded. Small fish species in large numbers were not always individually recorded, and therefore their weights were occasionally missing from the data set. No single cut-off value was set to determine whether to weigh a fish or not.
Data filtering, analysis, and deposition
For consistency, we selected and analyzed data with uniform catching effort (45.7 m panel length) using bottom-set and multifilament net of 12 distinct mesh sizes from 38 to 178 mm (with a constant increment of about 12.5 mm) at the Lakeside station of basin 5 (Kolding et al. 2003) . We defined a setting as the single usage of a panel of a unique mesh size on a given sampling date. The aggregate number and the aggregate weight of all fish (regardless of species) caught within each setting were used to mea-sure fish assemblage abundance. All weights, whether of individual fish or aggregated fish, are reported in grams (g). In our analysis, the aggregate fish abundance (in absolute weight or absolute number, not in relative percentages) of a setting is the smallest unit of the abundance variable. The total number and the total weight were attributes of the setting, not of individual fish. The increment of mesh size was small enough to treat mesh size as a continuous variable, so the sampling theory of simple random sampling (applied to settings) was appropriate for analysis, rather than the sampling theory of clustered random sampling applicable to individual fishes (Nelson 2014) .
Settings that caught no fish were kept in the analysis to account for fishing effort, and the corresponding fish abundance, under either measure, was equal to 0. In the data, 1585 individual fishes did not have weight records. These fishes were kept in the analysis when "number" was used to measure fish abundance and omitted when "weight" was used to measure fish abundance. 41 unidentified (species unknown) individual fishes were excluded from both the descriptive statistics (Supplementary Table S1 1 ) and the analysis of TPL.
In summary, we started with 229 907 records of individual fishes captured by gillnets of 16 mesh sizes. Each record contained the following fields: station, species, fishing gear, mesh size (mm), setting type, number of fish (1 or 0), length of individual fish (cm), weight of individual fish (g), sex, and gonadal stage. We excluded 62 858 records from the original data because of the selection criteria and the exclusion of unidentified fish. This data filtering left us with exactly 167 049 records from 12 mesh sizes. A summary of these records is available in Supplementary Table S1 1 . Our analysis is based on the fish caught in gillnets, not on the entire fish populations in the lake. We did not correct for gillnet selectivity to avoid introducing additional bias in the data.
Testing TPL
The temporal mean and the temporal variance of sampled fish abundance were calculated across all settings of one mesh size in a given year, using total number and total weight per setting separately. A mean measures the average abundance of fish caught per setting in a given year using a unique mesh size. A variance measures the intersetting variation of fish abundance in a given year using a unique mesh size. Therefore, a unique combination of mesh size and year corresponded to one pair of mean and variance. If any combination of mesh size and year contained fewer than 15 settings, the corresponding mean and variance were not calculated, and that combination was excluded from our analysis (Taylor et al. 1988) . To generate finite log(mean) and finite log(variance) for the testing of TPL, only positive-valued means and positive-valued variances were used in the analysis. The number of fish species was counted within each combination of year and mesh size used for analysis.
To test TPL, we plotted log(variance) as a function of log(mean) and fitted a least-squares linear regression (eq. 1) and a leastsquares quadratic regression (Taylor et al. 1978) (3) log(variance of abundance) ϭ log a 2 ϩ b 2 log(mean of abundance) ϩ c 2 [log(mean of abundance)] 2 using number and weight separately as abundance measure. When the null hypothesis that c 2 = 0 was rejected because the 95% confidence interval (CI) of c 2 did not contain 0, then the log(mean)-log(variance) relationship was significantly nonlinear (P < 0.05). When the null hypothesis that c 2 = 0 was not rejected, and when the 95% CI of b 1 did not contain 0, then TPL (eq. 1) was not rejected as a description of the mean-variance relationship for sampled fish abundance under the corresponding measure. We judged it unnecessary to fit terms of higher order than quadratic because visual inspection of the scatterplots gave no hint of a cubic or other nonlinear relationship (Figs. 1-3, Supplementary Fig. S3 1 ) .
We first tested TPL using eqs. 1 and 3 for log(mean)-log(variance) pairs from all combinations of years and mesh sizes, then repeated the tests separately at each level of the sampling year, mesh size, and species count (number of species in the sample or species richness). For example, in year 1962, all pairs of mean and variance from 1962 (across all mesh sizes) were plotted on the log-log scale and fitted by the regressions; for mesh size 178 mm, all pairs of mean and variance with mesh size 178 mm (across years) were plotted on the log-log scale and fitted by the regressions; when species count was 10, all pairs of mean and variance from combinations of years and mesh sizes with 10 species were plotted on the log-log scale and fitted by the regressions. If the number of pairs of finite log(mean) and finite log(variance) was fewer than five at any level of a factor, the corresponding level was not tested against TPL (Taylor et al. 1988 ). Since TPL was tested at each level of a single variable simultaneously, we adjusted the significance level of individual regression using the Bonferroni method (Bonferroni 1936) to avoid multiple comparison problems.
To compare the goodness of fit with TPL between multimesh sampling and single-mesh sampling, when TPL was not rejected, we used the Welch two-sample t test of unequal variance (Welch 1947) to compare the goodness-of-fit statistics (i.e., adjusted coefficient of determination (adj. R 2 ) and root mean square error (RMSE)) from two sets of linear regressions by year (across multiple mesh sizes) and by mesh size (for a single mesh size, across years).
After TPL was confirmed for fish abundance measured by number and by weight separately, we studied the connection between the parameters of TPL estimated using these two measures. We showed that given a weight-number allometry of aggregate fish abundance (equivalent to "density-mass allometry"; Damuth 1987), the slope and intercept of TPL estimated by weight can be approximated analytically from those estimated using numbers of fishes through the delta method (Oehlert 1992). We found the analytic formula that connects TPL parameters under different measures and confirmed it against aggregate abundance for each mesh size in the Results. A detailed derivation of the formula is in Appendix A.
In this work, log = log 10 , significance level ␣ = 0.05 unless specified otherwise, and P denotes the P value of a hypothesis test. Every CI here is a 95% CI calculated assuming a normal distribution resulting from the central limit theorem. Where appropriate, Bonferroni corrections are applied to multiple comparisons.
Testing robustness of TPL
We examined the influences of year, mesh size, and species count on the temporal fluctuation of abundance and TPL using multiple linear regressions (MLRs). MLRs added to eq. 1 the covariates of year, mesh size, and species count and possibly their interactions with or without log(mean), depending on the complexity of the model. We built all possible 36 MLRs, including seven additive-effect models, 21 two-way interaction models, seven three-way interaction models, and one four-way interaction (or saturated) model. For each abundance measure (number or weight), we fitted the same 36 models when mesh size was treated as a numerical variable and again as a categorical variable. Numerical mesh size was centered at its mean. We listed the top ten MLRs ranked by their Akaike information criterion (AIC) and calculated the point and interval estimates of the intercept and coefficient of log(mean) in each model (Supplementary Tables S5-S8 1 ) . Year and species count were numerical variables, and year was centered at its mean. For each abundance measure, we compared the parameter estimates of TPL with the corresponding parameter estimates of MLRs when mesh size was treated as numerical and as categorical separately.
Linear and quadratic regressions, MLRs, and the model statistics (including the coefficient of determination R 2 , adj. R 2 , and AIC) , in the box in the first row, second column, the horizontal axis is labeled "Mesh" and the vertical axis is labeled "SpeciesCount". Labels "LogMeanNum", "LogMeanWgt", "LogVarNum", and "LogVarWgt" represent log(mean of aggregate number), log(mean of aggregate weight), log(variance of aggregate number), and log(variance of aggregate weight), respectively. Fig. 2 . Log(variance) as a function of log(mean) for each year (across mesh sizes (mm)) when fish abundance was measured by (a) number and (b) weight (g) separately. Each circle represents a pair of log(mean) and log(variance) from a unique combination of year and mesh size (mm). Solid lines are the least-squares linear regression lines fitted in each year. Axis labels are defined as in Fig. 1 . In each panel, the scales of measurement alternate, for the vertical axes, between the left and right sides, and for the horizontal axes, between the top and the bottom. Can. J. Fish. Aquat. Sci. Vol. 74, 2017 Published by NRC Research Press were computed using R 3.2.0 packages "qpcR" and "nlme" (R Core Team 2015).
Fixed-precision sampling design using TPL
We analyzed the stopping line of the number of samples in fixed-precision sampling (with precision level C = 0.1) following Green (1970) using the Lake Kariba gillnet sample abundance (in number) when TPL was tested separately by year (across mesh sizes) and by mesh size (across years). In both cases, a sample and the number of samples were defined respectively as a setting and the number of settings. In each sampling year, TPL parameters estimated in that year (Supplementary Table S2 1 ) were used to construct the intercept and slope of the fixed-precision stopping line (eq. 2). When accumulating fish abundance from samples in a year (calculating T N ) on each sampling day, we randomized the order of mesh sizes in which the sample was selected. For each mesh size, the stopping line was calculated using the TPL parameters estimated for that mesh size (Supplementary Table S3 1 ). Fish abundance from samples was accumulated following the chronological order within the year. For each year and for each mesh size separately, the number of samples was estimated when the loglog plot of accumulated abundance against number of samples intersected with the corresponding stopping line (eq. 2), at which the precision of C = 0.1 was reached.
We then compared the number of samples obtained per mesh size and per year using the analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Bartlett's test (Bartlett 1937) . Sample variances of the required number of samples per mesh size and per year were calculated among the 12 mesh sizes and among the 30 sampling years, respectively. ANOVA tested the hypothesis that the mean number of samples required to reach precision 0.1 by single-mesh sampling and by multimesh sampling was identical. Bartlett's test examined the homoscedasticity (equality of variance) of the number of samples between single and multimesh samplings.
Results
Descriptive statistics
Fish caught in gillnets mostly belonged to the families of Characidae, Cichlidae, Mochokidae, and Schilbeidae, totaling 38 species. In the selected data, 70 322 699 g of 167 049 individual fishes were collected during the 42 years of sampling between 1958 and 2001 (excluding 1959 and 1981) . In descending order, the four species with at least 10 000 individuals each were Hydrocynus vittatus (45 215), Sargochromis codringtonii (33 551), Synodontis zambezensis (16 510), and Oreochromis mortimeri (15 171). The three species with at least 10 000 000 g each were Sargochromis codringtonii (14 612 229 g), Hydrocynus vittatus (14 005 228 g), and Mormyrus longirostris (12 014 314 g). The larger the mesh size, the bigger individual fish in weight (g) ( Supplementary Fig. S2 1 ) . When individuals were aggregated by setting (regardless of species), the average number of fish per setting declined as mesh size increased, except when mesh was 38 mm, while the average aggregate weight of fish per setting peaked at mesh size 127 mm (6631 g per setting) and decreased when mesh size was smaller or larger (except when mesh size was 64 mm; Supplementary Table S1 1 ). Minimum and maximum numbers of species per setting were 1 and 14, respectively.
Bivariate relationships between each pair of five variables (log(mean), log(variance), species count, mesh size, and year) are shown in Fig. 1 . Whether fish abundance was measured by number (Fig. 1a) or by weight (Fig. 1b) , the clearest linear relationship was between log(mean) and log(variance). Each pair of mean and variance was calculated within each combination of a year and a mesh size, then all mean-variance pairs were pooled from all years and all mesh sizes. No systematic trend over the years of log(mean) and log(variance) was found using either abundance measure (Fig. 1) . As the number of species increased, the mean and variance increased for fish number but remained stable for fish weight (Fig. 1) .
Confirmation of TPL
Least-squares regressions fitted to finite log(mean) and finite log(variance) from all combinations of years and mesh sizes (row 2 and column 3 in Fig. 1a , 1b) yielded significantly positive slopes (b 1 > 0 in eq. 1) and insignificant nonlinearity (c 2 ≈ 0 in eq. 3; Table 1 ).
Under each abundance measure (weight and number), TPL (eq. 1) and its quadratic generalization (eq. 3) were tested by the least-squares linear and quadratic regressions at each level of year, mesh size, and species count separately.
When regressions were fitted per year (Supplementary Table S2 1 ), 1971 was eliminated because it contained fewer than five pairs of finite log(mean) and finite log(variance), under either abundance measure. Using numbers of fish to measure abundance, the slope b 1 of TPL (eq. 1) was significantly positive in each year (and remained significant after Bonferroni correction), ranging from 1.4764 (1976) to 2.4527 (1997). The quadratic coefficient c 2 (eq. 3) was significantly different from 0 in 1995 only (c 2 = 1.3025 and P = 0.0022) and was not significantly different from 0 after Bonferroni correction (P > 0.05/30 = 0.0017). Using weights to measure abundance, b 1 was again significantly positive in all years and remained significant after Bonferroni correction, while c 2 differed significantly from 0 in 1984 (c 2 = 1.4601, P = 0.0035), 1996 (c 2 = -2.7131, P = 0.0005), and 1997 (c 2 = -24.2884, P = 0.0002) and remained significantly negative in 1995 and 1997 after Bonferroni correction. Under either measure, TPL described the mean-variance relationship of sampled fish abundance well (Fig. 2) .
Similarly, TPL was tested at each of the 12 mesh sizes (Supplementary Table S3 1 ) . For fish number, slope b 1 was significantly positive for each mesh size before and after Bonferroni correction, ranging from 1.3408 (178 mm) to 2.0762 (38 mm), while c 2 was not significantly different from 0 for any mesh sizes except size 38 mm (c 2 = -0.7500, P = 0.0059), which was not significantly different from 0 after Bonferroni correction. For fish weight, b 1 was significantly positive for each mesh size before and after Bonferroni correction, with point estimates between 1.0893 (76 mm) and 2.0022 (152 mm), while c 2 was significantly different from 0 for mesh size 38 mm only (c 2 = 0.5647, P = 0.0071), which was not significantly different from 0 after Bonferroni correction. TPL described the mean-variance relationship well except when mesh size was 38 mm (Fig. 3) , for which the observed nonlinearity between log(mean) and log(variance) for fish weight may be due to a single outlying point.
In general, the adj. R 2 of the linear relationship between log(variance) and log(mean) was larger for each year (across all mesh sizes) than for each mesh size (across all years) under both abundance measures (Fig. 4) . The Welch (1947) two-sample t test showed that when abundance was measured by fish number, the mean of adj. R 2 of linear regressions by year was significantly higher than that by mesh size. The t test did not reject the null hypothesis that the means of RMSE from the two sets of linear regressions were equal. When abundance was measured by fish weight, the set of linear regressions by year yielded significantly higher mean adj. R 2 and lower mean RMSE than those from the set of linear regressions by mesh size. These comparisons suggested that fish caught by multiple mesh sizes (TPL by year; Fig. 2 ) conformed to TPL better than those caught by any single mesh size (TPL by mesh size; Fig. 3 ) under both abundance measures.
We examined whether species richness affects the validity and interpretation of TPL. For each combination of year and mesh size, the number of species of sampled fish was counted. The means and variances of fish assemblage abundance (regardless of species) from each year and each mesh size were grouped by species count, using fish number and fish weight separately ( Supplementary Fig. S3 1 ) . Although the maximum number of species in any one setting was 14, the pooled number of species over all settings with a given combination of year and mesh size (which we call the species count) ranged as high as 18. TPL was tested at each value of the species count except when species count was 18, where only three pairs of log(mean) and log(variance) were available. In the analyzed samples, the number of species for each mesh size in a year ranged from four to 17. For fish number, at each species count except four and 17, linear regressions yielded significantly positive b 1 (before and after Bonferroni correction), ranging from 1.5411 (species count = 12) to 2.2325 (species count = 16). Without the Bonferroni correction, the coefficient c 2 of the quadratic term was significantly different from 0 only when the species count was 12 (c 2 = 0.8454, P = 0.0050); with the Bonferroni correction, this c 2 was not significantly different from 0. For fish weight, at each species count except four, five, and 17, linear regressions yielded significantly positive b 1 (before and after Bonferroni correction), ranging from 1.1596 (species count = seven) to 2.3518 (species count = six), and c 2 was significantly different from 0 (before and after Bonferroni correction) only when the species count was seven (c 2 = 2.5358, P = 0.0010). Insignificant linear regressions under both measures were probably due to limited numbers of pairs of mean and variance (six pairs when species count was four and five pairs when species count was five or 17). The adj. R 2 of each fitted linear regression was high when the species count was intermediate and low when the species count was small or large, under both measures (Supplementary Fig. S4 1 ) . Since the number of finite log(mean)-log-(variance) pairs was greatest at medium species counts and smallest at extreme species counts (Supplementary Table S4 1 ), the effect of species counts on the strength of TPL was confounded with the number of samples and could not be interpreted ecologically.
TPL parameters using weight and number measures and empirical test of their connection
In a given setting, suppose the aggregate weight of fish caught (denoted by "wgt") behaves as a power-law function of the corresponding aggregate number of fish caught (denoted by "num") with exponent ␤ and coefficient ␣:
Also suppose that the exponent and coefficient of TPL were b w and a w , respectively, when abundance was measured by weight (Var͑wgt͒ϭa w ͓E͑wgt͔͒ b w ) and were b n and a n , respectively, when abundance was measured by number (Var͑num͒ ϭ a n ͓E͑num͔͒ b n ). Here E and Var denote the mean and variance, respectively, of the corresponding variable. Then
Appendix A gives the background and derivation of this equation. We used aggregate abundance by mesh sizes to test eqs. 4 and 5. To test eq. 4, we fitted linear regressions to independent variable log(num) and dependent variable log(wgt) across all settings for each mesh size separately ( Supplementary Fig. S5 1 ) . Parameters of eq. 4 on log-log scale under each mesh size were significantly nonzero (P < 0.0001), and their point estimates are listed in Table 2 . No clear nonlinear relationship was observed between log(num) and log(wgt) in Supplementary Fig. S5 1 and nonlinear regression was not fitted.
Next, we predicted parameters of TPL for weight using eq. 5 and compared them with the corresponding parameters of TPL estimated directly from observations of fish weight. We found that for all mesh sizes except 76 mm, the predicted TPL slope and intercept fell inside the corresponding 95% CIs estimated from Table 1 . Parameter estimates of least-squares linear (eq. 1) and quadratic (eq. 3) regressions fitted to log(mean) and log(variance) lumped from all combinations of years and mesh sizes, in number and weight separately. data. When mesh size was 76 mm, neither predicted slope nor intercept (eq. 5) was included in the corresponding 95% CI estimated from data. In this case, the predicted TPL slope was 2.3243 standard deviations greater than the slope point estimate, while the predicted TPL intercept was 2.4269 standard deviations less than the intercept point estimate. The discrepancy for mesh size 76 mm was marginal and did not disprove the systematic agreement of TPL parameters found in other mesh sizes. Equation 5 thus provides an approximate analytic connection of TPL parameters under different abundance measures of the same fish sample. 4 . Comparisons of adj. R 2 of fitted linear regressions when log(mean)-log(variance) pairs were grouped by year (across all mesh sizes (mm) used in each year) and by mesh size (mm) (across all years in which the mesh size was used). Fish abundance was measured by (a) number and (b) weight (g).
Robustness of TPL
The linear relationship between log(mean) and log(variance) of fish abundance (TPL, eq. 1) was not destroyed when year, mesh size, and species count were introduced as covariates in the MLR models, whether fish number or fish weight was used to measure abundance.
When mesh size was treated as a numerical variable, the coefficient of log(mean) was significantly nonzero in each of the 36 MLRs when abundance was measured by number, with all CIs falling between 1.2012 and 2.3243 (Supplementary Material, Fig. S6a ; Table S5 1 ). This range contained the CI of b 1 (1.8200, 1.9348) in TPL when all temporal means and temporal variances were pooled. We use the notation "X1 × X2" to mean that X1, X2, and their interaction were included in the model. Among the three two-way interaction models where log(mean) interacted with a single factor (log(var) = log(mean) × (year), log(var) = log(mean) × (mesh size), log(var) = log(mean) × (mesh size), also called analysis of covariance (ANCOVA)), only year had significant effect on b 1 , which increased as year increased. The coefficient of log(mean) was again significant in each of the 36 MLRs when abundance was measured by weight, with all CIs falling between 1.1855 and 2.5517 (Supplementary Material, Fig. S6b ; Table S7 1 ), again containing the CI of b 1 (1.4068, 1.5520) in TPL. Three ANCOVA models did not indicate any significant effect of year, mesh size, or species count on b 1 .
When mesh size was treated as a categorical factor, under either abundance measure, the coefficient of log(mean) was significantly nonzero in all but three of the 36 MLRs. Those three MLRs were log(var) = log(mean) × (mesh size) × (species count), log(var) = log(mean) × (mesh size) × (species count) + year, and log(var) = log(mean) × (mesh size) × (species count) × (year). When abundance was measured by number, the CIs of the significant coefficient of log(mean) fell between 1.1833 and 2.3467 (Supplementary Material, Fig. S6c ; Table S6 1 ), containing the CI of b 1 (1.8200, 1.9348) in TPL when lumping all temporal means and temporal variances. In the three ANCOVA models, b 1 was affected by year only. When abundance was measured by weight, the CIs of the significant coefficient of log(mean) fell between 1.2396 and 2.3683 (Supplementary Material, Fig. S6d ; Table S8 1 ), again containing the CI of b 1 (1.4068, 1.5520) in TPL. None of the single factors in ANCOVA models significantly affected b 1 .
Regardless of whether mesh size was treated as a continuous variable or categorical factor, for each MLR, the adj. R 2 for number was higher than the corresponding adj. R 2 for weight (Supplementary Tables S5-S8 1 ) . MLR models did not indicate that the effect on TPL's slope of any single factor (i.e., year, mesh size, or species count) was stronger than the others. Regardless of the variable type of mesh size and abundance measure, the saturated model including all variables and their interactions (log(var) = log(mean) × (year) × (mesh size) × (species count); Supplementary Material 1 , fm36 in Tables S5 and S6 and fmw36 in Tables S7 and S8) was not the best model in terms of AIC. The ten MLRs with the smallest AIC, under each combination of abundance measure and mesh size variable type, are listed in the Supplementary Tables S5-S8 1 .
TPL and sampling efficiency
When sampling within each year (across mesh sizes), the mean and the variance of the number of samples needed for a 0.1 sampling precision level were 46.47 and 350.74, respectively (Fig. 5) . When sampling using each mesh size (across years), the mean and the variance of the number of samples required to reach a 0.1 precision level were 42.75 and 230.20, respectively (Supplementary Fig. S7 1 ) . ANOVA did not reject the hypothesis that the mean required number of samples obtained per year and per mesh size was identical (P = 0.5450). Bartlett's test did not reject the hypothesis that the required number of samples from each year and from each mesh size had equal variance (P = 0.4239). No significant difference in the magnitude or the spread of the required number 
Discussion
Effects of multimesh gillnets
We found that the linear relationship between log(variance) and log(mean) posited by TPL (eq. 1) was tighter when TPL was tested for each of 30 years (each year included 12 mesh sizes; Fig. 2 ) than when TPL was tested for each of the 12 mesh sizes (each mesh size was used in 30 years; Fig. 3 ), whether abundance was measured by number or by weight. The most likely explanation is that in most years considered individually (Fig. 2) , the mean abundance varied over at least an order of magnitude with different mesh sizes (i.e., the x coordinates generally ranged over at least one whole unit on the log 10 scale), whereas for most mesh sizes considered individually (Fig. 3) , the mean abundance often varied over little more than half an order of magnitude over different years (i.e., the x coordinates generally ranged over much less than one whole unit on the log 10 scale). Using gillnets of widely varying mesh sizes increased the range of variation of mean abundance relative to interannual variation for a given mesh size and therefore reduced the standard error of the estimated slope of TPL, increasing its precision. This effect is a simple consequence of the formula for the standard error of the regression slope, which is inversely proportional to the population standard deviation of the x coordinate.
It is well known that multimesh gillnet fishing increases the range of fish body sizes caught and the range of fish abundance from one sample to another and is therefore recommended by the 2005 European Standard for sampling fish in lakes (European Standard 2005) . However, our data were based on 12 mesh sizes increasing in approximately arithmetical progression from 38 to 178 mm with an increment of approximately 12.5 mm (Supplementary Table S1 1 ), whereas the multimesh sampling recommended by the European Standard is based on 12 mesh sizes increasing in geometrical progression from 5 to 55 mm to reduce overlap of catches in larger mesh sizes (Baranov 1948) . It seems likely, but remains to be demonstrated empirically, that multimesh sampling with geometrically increasing mesh sizes will follow the temporal TPL, as we found for Lake Kariba fish samples.
Factors affecting TPL
MLRs revealed the effects of the sampling year, mesh size, and species count on the log(mean)-log(variance) relationship (eq. 1). Table S2 1 . Each solid circle gives the logarithmic number of settings and the logarithmic cumulative sum of individual fishes from these settings. On a sampling day, settings were accumulated from 12 randomly ordered mesh sizes. Where the solid circles intersect the straight line, the number of samples reaches C = 0.1.
We found that the form of TPL remained valid despite experimental and biological influences, although its parameters depended on the model structures and variable types. These findings suggested that the form of TPL is likely to be general and independent of many biological or experimental variables.
The ANCOVA compares parameters of the same scaling pattern estimated from multiple conditions and treatments. Taylor et al. (1988) argued that ANCOVA (which they called "analysis of parallelism") should be used as the main statistical tool to study intraspecific differences of TPL slopes under different conditions. ANCOVA has been applied to study whether the TPL parameters of a single species differed between different seasons and growing stages (Van Den Berg and Cock 1995; Ali et al. 1998; Sétamou et al. 2008) . Models of exploited fishery populations analyzed by Fujiwara and Cohen (2014) showed that TPL need not be universal under all possible circumstances. Accounting for the changes in TPL parameters and for variations in the success of TPL itself remains an empirical and a theoretical challenge to ecologists.
Number and weight of fish both obey TPL
We confirmed TPL using number and weight as two abundance measures separately and found an approximate, but empirically supported, analytical formula (eq. 5) that relates the parameters of TPL under these two measures when Damuth's law (densitymass allometry, DMA) or a weight-number power law (eq. 4) holds. Our empirical and theoretical results showed that the form of TPL did not depend on the abundance measure used.
Traditionally, the abundance of a species has been measured by a count of total number of individuals within a community or a count of individuals per unit area (Taylor et al. 1978 (Taylor et al. , 1980 . But some clonal animal and plant species cannot be counted in individuals (Damgaard 2009 ), though their abundance can be measured by weight. Our finding that TPL describes fluctuation in weights as well as in numbers extends the scope of TPL to species for which the number of individuals is not well defined.
Sampling effort of single-and multimesh gillnet samplings
TPL has been applied to find the size of samples required to assess changes in marine fish stocks to a desired precision (Mouillot et al. 1999 ) and fish populations' risk of extinction (Mellin et al. 2010) . In the Lake Kariba data examined here, measuring abundance by number, we found that the required number of samples did not differ significantly between single-mesh and multimesh sampling. To compare properly the sampling effort required for single-mesh and multimesh sampling, identical number of panels should be used for distinct mesh sizes and for a unique mesh size.
Limitation and summary of current study
Although multiple mesh sizes were used during sampling, gillnet catches were still selective as fish smaller than those caught in the smallest mesh size escaped capture (Kolding et al. 2016 ). Consequently, unless population data that reflect all fish species and sizes become available, our results should not be used to infer some aspects of fish biology such as differences between species in catchability and behavior. For this reason, we analyzed aggregate fish abundance instead of individual species abundance. Results of this work could profitably be reexamined using data on the fish population estimated by using a wider range of gillnet mesh sizes or other fishing techniques (e.g., electrofishing) or by correcting the selectivity bias using catching probability models (Rudstam et al. 1984; Kolding et al. 2016) .
In summary, we found that TPL robustly described the temporal fluctuation of freshwater fish assemblage abundance (regardless of species), measured by aggregate number and aggregate weight separately. The use of multiple gillnet mesh sizes strengthened the mean-variance relationship of fish abundance described by TPL, and the correlation between mean and variance was not destroyed after adding the year, mesh size, and species count into TPL (eq. 1). However, the parameters of TPL did depend on how abundance was measured, the variable type of mesh size, and model complexity. A weight-number power-law relationship of fish stocks analytically connected the parameters of TPL when fish abundance was measured by number with the parameters of TPL when fish abundance was measured by weight. The stopping line analysis with TPL shed practical light on the design of efficient fixed-precision fish sampling program with gillnets, which can benefit fishery management and conservation. 
Appendix A
Fixed-precision sampling design using Taylor's power law (TPL) Here we summarize how Mouillot et al. (1999, p. 23) and European Standard (2005, p. 17) used the standard error of the mean to calculate desired number of samples N in a sampling program with fixed precision C and discuss how TPL parameters can be used to determine N.
Supposing abundance has sample mean m, sample variance v, and sample standard deviation s (with v = s 2 ), the standard error of the mean is defined to be SEM = s/N 1/2 . The precision C is defined to be C = SEM/m = CV/N 1/2 . The manager or the designer of sampling determines the value of C in advance, requiring, for example, C = 0.1 or C = 0.5 if the goal is to estimate the mean with a precision of 10% or 50%, respectively. A formula of Karandinos (1976) used by Mouillot et al. (1999, p. 23) and European Standard (2005, p. 17 
follows immediately from the definitions of C and SEM: Cm = SEM = sN -1/2 , so (Cm) 2 = vN -1 , which is equivalent to v(Cm) -2 = N. By expressing the number of samples N as a function of the desired precision C, eq. A1 shows that the necessary number of samples N is inversely proportional to the square of the desired precision C. For example, when v and m are fixed, increasing the desired precision by a factor of five, from 50% to 10%, multiplies the necessary number of samples N by a factor of 25. Managers could use this formula to balance the desire for precise estimation of the mean abundance against the cost of more sampling.
To apply eq. A1 in sampling, it is desirable to express the variance v as a function of the mean m. For example, when the powerlaw form, v ϭ a 1 m b 1 , of TPL holds, then, as Mouillot et al. (1999) 
provides a method of calculating the number of samples N necessary to achieve a fixed precision C at a given mean m. When b 1 = 2, N depends on the intercept of TPL (log(a 1 )) and the fixed precision (C) only and is independent of m: log N = log a 1 -2 log C. So the number of samples N required to achieve a fixed precision C can be derived directly from N = a 1 /C 2 . Equation A2 also shows that when b 1 > 2, a larger m corresponds to a greater N; thus, more sampling effort is needed. When b 1 < 2, a larger m corresponds to a smaller N; thus, less sampling effort is needed.
When b 1 ≠ 2, eq. A2 can be transformed to a formula relating N and the total abundance T N of the N samples of average abundance m (T N = m × N). After replacing m in eq. A2 with T N /N and algebraic simplifications
was derived by Green (1970, eq. 7 therein) and was used as a stopping line criterion to attain fixed-precision sampling. In practice, a researcher samples abundance data, records and plots the accumulated total number of individuals T N against the number of samples N, and stops sampling when the empirical curve of log(T N ) as a function of log(N) intersects with eq. A3. At that point, the fixed precision C is reached (see figure 1 in Green 1970). When 0 < b 1 < 1 or b 1 > 2, the slope of eq. A3 is positive; when 1 < b 1 < 2, the slope of eq. A3 is negative.
Theory to relate fish number and fish weight in TPL
Suppose that TPL holds when fish abundance is measured by numbers, and suppose that TPL holds when fish abundance is measured by aggregate weight. In this section, we show that these two suppositions are mathematically consistent under certain circumstances and that the parameters of TPL using number and weight are connected analytically. The connecting link is a weightnumber power law, which is mathematically equivalent to and can be analytically derived from the well-known density-mass allometry (DMA) or "Damuth's law" in ecology (Damuth 1987; Brown and Maurer 1989) .
Suppose DMA held with parameters c and d:
In our data, sample abundance was the total number of fish caught in a single setting (denoted by "num"), and average individual weight (g) can be calculated as the sum of weight (g) of individual fish caught in a single setting (denoted by "wgt") divided by the corresponding "num". In this case, DMA can be written as num ϭ c ͑ Here E and Var were calculated from all settings within a single level of a grouping factor (sampling year, mesh size, or species count; see Results, Confirmation of TPL). Subscript n of a and b refers to "number." Suppose also that the aggregate fish weight per setting follows TPL:
The subscript w of a and b refers to "weight". We now express a w and b w in terms of ␣, ␤, a n , and b n . From eq. A4
By Taylor expansion of random variables, we approximate the variance of a power function using the first-order delta method (Oehlert 1992; Cohen and Xu 2015) :
Taking expectation on both sides of eq. A4 and using the firstorder delta method for the expectation of a power function
Plugging the above expression into the right side of eq. A8 
This formula shows that if 0 < ␤ < 1, b w > b n > 2 when b n > 2, and b w < b n < 2 when b n < 2. If ␤ > 1, b w < b n when b n > 2, and b w > b n when b n < 2.
Supplementary materials 1
Relationship between fitted TPL slopes and year, mesh size, and species count 2 After TPL was tested at each level of sampling year, mesh size, and species count separately, it is 3 natural to ask if the estimates of TPL slope followed any trend with any single variable. In the 4 following regression analysis, the slope estimates were equally weighted among all levels of 5 the corresponding variable.
6
When TPL was tested for each year, using number as the abundance measure, least-squares 7 linear regression fitted to the slope estimate (as ordinate) and sampling year (as abscissa) 8 yielded a significant slope of 0.0115, meaning that rose by 0.0115 per year. However, the 9 relationship was weak (R 2 = 0.2262) as fluctuated widely over the years ( Supplementary Fig.   10 S8a). When abundance was measured by weight, linear regression did not show any significant 11 increase or decrease in over the years ( Supplementary Fig. S8b) .
12
When TPL was tested for each mesh size, linear regressions did not show any significant 13 relationship between and mesh sizes for either abundance measure ( Supplementary Fig. S9 ).
14 When TPL was tested at each level of species count, linear regressions did not show any 15 significant relationship between and species counts for either abundance measure
16
( Supplementary Fig. S10 ).
17
We conclude that the slope of TPL increased weakly with year of sampling when abundance was 18 measured by number, but bore no consistent relationship otherwise to year, mesh size, and 3 species count. Thus it is empirically defensible to report the slope of TPL without conditioning
20
on the values of these variables.
21 Table S1 . Mesh sizes (mm) used in Lake Kariba fish sampling and average abundance (in Table S5 . Multiple linear regressions (MLRs) fitted to independent variable log(mean) (denoted by "lm") and dependent variable log(variance) (denoted by "lv") for fish number, with covariates year (denoted by "yr"), mesh size (denoted by "ms"), and species count (denoted by "sc"). Mesh size was treated as a numerical variable. MLRs with the 10 smallest AICs (in ascending order) and TPL (fm0) were shown. Intercept was included in every model. Years and mesh sizes were centered on their respective means. "×" means that the connected variables and their interaction are included in the model.
":" represents the interaction between two variables. For example, yr×sc include year, species count, and their interaction, while "yr:sc" is the interaction between year and species count. A list of 352 data points fitted for each model was given in Table S6 . Multiple linear regressions (MLRs) fitted to independent variable log(mean) (denoted by "lm") and dependent variable log(variance) (denoted by "lv") for fish number, with covariates year (denoted by "yr"), mesh size (denoted by "ms"), and species count (denoted by "sc"). Mesh size was treated as a categorical variable. MLRs with the 10 smallest AICs (in ascending order) and TPL (fm0) were shown. Intercept was included in every model. Years were centered on their mean. Significant effects of year and species count, if any, were shown. "×" and ":" were defined in Table S5 . A list of 352 data points fitted for each model was given in Table S9 . Table S7 . Multiple linear regressions (MLRs) fitted to independent variable log(mean) (denoted by "lm") and dependent variable log(variance) (denoted by "lv") for fish weight, with covariates year (denoted by "yr"), mesh size (denoted by "ms"), and species count (denoted by "sc"). Mesh size was treated as a numerical variable. MLRs with the 10 smallest AICs (in ascending order) and TPL (fm0) were shown. Intercept was included in every model. Years and mesh sizes were centered on their respective means. "×" and ":" were defined in Table S5 . A list of 352 data points fitted for each model was given in Table S9 . Table S8 . Multiple linear regressions (MLRs) fitted to independent variable log(mean) (denoted by "lm") and dependent variable log(variance) (denoted by "lv") for fish weight, with covariates year (denoted by "yr"), mesh size (denoted by "ms"), and species count (denoted by "sc"). Mesh size was treated as a categorical variable. MLRs with the 10 smallest AICs (in ascending order) and TPL (fm0) were shown. Intercept was included in every model. Years were centered on their mean. Significant effects of year and species count, if any, were shown. "×" and ":" were defined in Table S5 . A list of 352 data points fitted for each model was given in Table S9 . Supplementary figures S1-S10 
